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The services provided by
subscription agents ofer libraries
a cost-eflective method for
subscribing to journals, whilst
helping the publishers to promote
their titles. These basic services
are likely to continue in thefuture
but, in seeking to maintain
margins, agents will be offering
additional services as
intermediaries for electronic
information sources, perhaps
directly to end-users.

Agents make life easier for customers (librarians) through reducing
administration costs and simplifying the customers' systems. This
results in more money for the customer to spend on journals. It is
inefficient for all customers to maintain a file of publishers'
ordering addresses, journals and prices.
Agents provide a means of tracking journals whatever happens
to them, e.g. changes of ownership, title, frequency, large price
differences, cease, move to controlled circulation etc. hence
preserving the subscription.
Agents also make it easy for publishers to sell because for the
customer there is always readily at hand a professional and
specialist supplier who supplies:
local currency payment;
credit (sometimes);
information on all publishers journals;
orders to publishers in good time and prepaid in currency of
publishers choice;
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automation reducing publishers' administration (renewals on
tape, disc, etc);
online services to clients which effectively promote publishers
products;
filters for unnecessary claims.

Where else can you buy full currency management, market reach
to customers, and the almost total avoidance of credit risks for a
discount that any other industry would find amazing. The agency
business is efficient and effective.
Notice that these advantages are much the same, if differently
implemented, in the electronic as the paper world. The role of the
agent remains the same even if the means of fulfilment differ.
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Dynamics in the market place

There are a number of trends in the market - but what are their
impacts?
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Publisher consolidation
At the present rate Elsevier Science will have
bought the industry within two years! Kluwer,
Beilstein, EI, Williams and Wilkins (Waverley)
Thomson Science are all now in one group, within
the last six months. This will force others to
respond, providing larger and more powerful
trading blocks. The impact of this is likely to be a
rise in the power of library purchasing consortia
and increasingly protracted negotiations over the
supply of, particularly, STM material, as the
negotiating parties get larger. It is also likely to
lead to increasing litigation over monopolistic
practices (whether they exist or not) and possible
restraints to trade, as the ever larger publisher
groupings seek to leverage their market position,
through company wide changes on pricing or
supply that have dramatic impacts on both agents
and librarians.
However, the fact remains that there is still, and
probably will remain, a large and highly
important volume of material emanating from
society and humanities publishers for whom scale
does not seem so vital to commercial success but
who are, in many cases, the core publishers in
their field. It remains to be seen whether societies
will also start consolidating their publishing
operations to take advantage of scale and, in
effect,growing to make a counterweight to some
of the very large journal publishers now forming.
Margin erosion
The gradual erosion of agents' margin will mean
that they will in turn look for more opportunities,
both within their traditional areas and outside. I
expect to see many agents move towards the sale
of software and services relating not just to library
needs but the needs of individual researchers or
groups of researchers. These new services would
relate to search and analysis, profiling, purchasing
through electronic means and locally installed
purchasing systems for departments and faculty,
to try and bring together all the information
requirements of a department across all the
sources available, and to provide new and simple
methods of indexing and alerting services as well
as on-line supply of the full text. Naturally, this
will bring some agents into closer competition
with suppliers but that is an inescapable
conclusion from the erosion of margins. Margin
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erosion coupled with internet technology gives
agents the impetus and the means to compete in
this area.
Technology
The need to be ever more efficient will drive
agents to invest increasingly in technology and to
automate completely claims procedures, cash
handling, and delivery schedules of both paper
and electronic media. It will also accelerate the
processes pushing agents towards innovative
services already mentioned.
Competition
As publishers are finding economies of scale so are
agents. Our business is very volume-dependant
and this will become more not less true in the
electronic age, when collecting very small fees
from very large numbers, particularly where
individual users are concerned, is possibly going
tc become the norm. Therefore, I see further
consolidation in the agency business as the more
efficient drive out the less.
Credit risks
We have all seen the impact of SE Asian
economies on our bottom lines this year! Agents
will continue to help smooth and, if possible, preempt with good market intelligence, such
problems in the future, not to mention their role in
greatly reducing the credit risks for publishers.
Such problems will not go away in the electronic
world. If anything they become more severe
because the impact of a small change in financial
markets in one country is quickly communicated
globally, with consequential uncertainty
throughout. Certainly, agents will be-able to
respond faster as the degree of automation
improves.
Small niche players
Just as there will always be a need for small niche
publishers with highly specialised content, serving
small but definable markets, so the same will be
true of agents. It is highly likely that agents
specialising in, for example, publications from
specialist regions such as Eastern Europe,
Scandinavian language material etc., will continue
to flourish, both as a purchasing aid to libraries,
and as a sales aid to publishers, in those regions of
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the world or specialist markets, where it is
uneconomic or simply too hard for larger agents
and most publishers to operate.
Institutional budget constraints

Libraries are not being adequately funded to meet
the needs of faculties. It is unlikely that this will
change. As a result, publishers prices will have to
fall if they wish to retain volume or, alternatively,
other sources of funds will need to be found. I
believe Web based systems will open doors for
both to happen. Publishers prices in an electronic
world may not fall but it is possible that increasing
efficiencies and cost reduction could stabilise
prices in coming years. Also, I believe it likely that
faculty will take a direct step in funding their
research material. Increasingly I expect to see
library budgets split up and devolved to faculty
who may be free to add additional resource from
their other research budgets. This is especially
easy for electronic document delivery (the pay by
the drink principle) which is certainly one way in
which we expect the future to develop. The other
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is the increasing use of consortia purchasing
which will give access to more content for a small
or zero increase in price, thus effectively providing
free electronic document delivery for non
subscribed journals. However, these trends will
still rely on, in fact probably make more likely, the
use of a single system for entering the Web-based
service, and a simple central point for the
purchasing and the administration of the
subscriptions, both within the organisation and in
the organisations dealings with publishers.
Consortia

The rise in consortia is likely to continue and
become stronger due to the pressures mentioned
above.

The future
In all of this there are several things that do not
change: agents will continue to take credit risks,
provide currency management and promote
publishers, products. This is more effective on the
Internet than by post.

